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The NEW Media Center:  The NEW Media Specialist
Mary Alice Anderson

A welcoming environment boosts business.

Unedited version of New Media Center Column, Internet @ Schools, January/February 2011, Volume 18, No. 1.
http://www.internetatschools.com/Articles/Column/The-New-Media-Center/THE-NEW-MEDIA-CENTER-The-
NEW-Media-Specialist-73093.aspx    Also available through Ebsco databases

This column’s new title prompted thinking of skills that new media specialists need. I listed
attributes such as resiliency, flexibility, and adaptability.   Nothing new. Then I thought of
“From Scribes to Printers, to You/Me” a seminar I attended.

An English professor shared entertaining, scholarly, and thought-provoking history of the book.
He chronicled the evolution of the book, reactions to its changing formats throughout the
centuries, and historically placed book publishing in three eras.
                    The medium: Stone, clay, parchment, paper, disk etc

The container: Book, html, and scroll
The production/dissemination method: You and me as publishers

He includes visuals for emphasis.  In “The Medieval Helpdesk with Subtitles, ” early scribes
are both amazed and afraid when they examine a book, a format different than the familiar
manuscripts. They had to turn pages!  The book continued to evolve to the self-publishing and
e-book formats flourishing today.  I left full of thoughts, excited and comforted. Like the book,
media centers and media specialists are evolving.  Like books, some have flourished, others
have not.  The past months have not been kind to many media specialists and the profession.

The Evolving Media Center More recently I visited a new public library that represents
another new way of thinking. Anythink Wright Farms is a part of the Rangeview Library
District in suburban Denver.  I first noticed colorful flags in the parking lot that suggesting
food, places, adventures, and more things to think about. I saw the drive-up book return with a
service window. These signaled innovation before I even entered the building and saw the self-
serve shelf for holds, multiple self-check out stations and “service points ” for information
guides. Materials on the most popular topics were front and center.  Going further in the room I
saw materials organized with the system’s WordThink Classification system—no Dewey
numbers, but instead words and phrasing similar to those used in the book industry.  I visited
the 7000 sq foot Children’s Experience Area (with areas of play, reading, and watching
videos), a huge teen section, a computer lab for classes and quiet work, classrooms, picnic area,
a relaxation area and meeting rooms. This new facility was busy with individuals and families
on a beautiful fall day. It is clearly patron friendly and welcoming.  Would you like to work
there?  Job applicants for many positions need not have a library degree; bookstore experience
is helpful if you would like to be a concierge, materials dispatcher, wrangler or sidekick. Wow!

A Skill set. . . and Mindset. . .  for new media specialists.  Back to my list.
• Accepting, understanding and embracing change
• Continual learning
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• Adaptability, flexibility and resiliency
• Embracing and supporting new information formats and new technologies
• Letting go of past traditions and practices
• Recurring advocacy, outreach
• Emphasis on media program over media center
• Creating a welcoming environment

Musings. Change can be had to see when you’re part of it; it can be hard to accept when it
comes at us from all directions and from forces beyond our control or understanding. The rate
and amount of change now make the learning curve steeper than the slower rate of change
when we added computers to our media centers.  We are seeing a greater proliferation of online
content, audio books and e-books.   The monks were amazed that they can hold a book in their
hands; it was portable.  A colleague recently shared her observations of watching a high school
student read an assigned book on his iPhone while attending a football game.   Think about it.
An interesting comparison of medieval, modern and digital media formats is noted in the
references.

It does us no good to complain about the diminishing use of print as we know it or dismiss its
value.  The new media specialist embraces and supports new information formats and new
technologies and works to make them accessible to students through collection development,
working with decision makers and policy developers to ensure their availability, and allocating
budget money to develop the virtual collection as well as the physical collection.

We better understand change and become more prepared to participate in the change process by
continuing to learn. Stretch your skills by learning a new web 2.0 tool each month, participating
in webinars, or reading tweets, journal articles, books, or blogs by the leaders in our profession
and   outside of the media technology profession. Take a look at Scott McCleod’s Dangerously
Irrelevant blog and web site. Media Specialists will be especially interested in his presentations
given at media conferences and “10 questions about books, libraries, librarians, and schools.”
McLeod’s ideas and reader comments will get you thinking, and may make you angry, but you
will learn.  Learn all you can about the societal impact of technology that ultimate effects what
we do in education and our media centers.  My personal daily favorite is the Wall Street
Journal with its columns and articles about both the societal and economic impact of
technology.   The PEW Internet reports are another worthwhile resource.

Understanding makes it easier to adapt to whatever each new day or challenge brings. Media
specialists must be must be flexible enough to work with schedules thrown off by testing,
technology that requires attention and the many new ways that students and staff are now
accessing information and resources. The adaptable, flexible media specialist will become a
resilient media specialist able to bounce back future from changes and setbacks, viewing them
as a learning experience.

Let go of past traditions and practices. The Anythink public library did this with the “no
numbers used” classification system and patron convenient access to information in all formats.
The environment was visibly patron driven and welcoming.  The new school media specialist
lets go of past traditions by abandoning tasks that are done out of habit and no longer needed.
Get rid of tasks that don’t make a difference in information access, program efficiency, or
student learning.
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Advocacy and outreach must always in force, not just at budget cutting time.  An individual
inquired about proposed cuts to sports at a school board meeting. The superintendent
responded: “We have our athletic booster club, we have parents supporting orchestra, but we
don't see people here supporting our custodians or media staff.” Assume that people do not
know what the media program offers or what you do. Even our most ardent, well-intended
supporters may not really know what we do. Daily doses of advocacy go farther in developing
stakeholder knowledge of what the media program offers and what the media specialist does
than a once a year formal report. Develop ongoing relationships with people who will support
you and the program.

Web 2.0 and “traditional” technology tools help media specialists kick advocacy up a notch and
make a good impression in the digital age.  Advocacy becomes more dynamic the media
program and what it offers becomes more exciting and relevant.    Blogs and tweets for
example, can be targeted to specific audiences and easily updated.  Videos help tells stories. I
have been observing a local professional theatre organization expand its marketing and
audience with purposeful and frequent web site updates, email marketing, blogs, tweets,
facebook, and You Tube videos.  It was great fun to see a Voice Thread discussion surrounding
a costume.  We can learn a lot from examples such as this and apply them to our media
programs.

The new media specialist advocates and markets the media program by being active in the
community and in organizations that increase personal skills and program visibility. A
colleague shared skills she’s learning as a member of the local cable board.  When the Internet
was first established in our community district media specialists met with city leaders, attended
planning sessions and took classes.  We increased our own knowledge and helped create
awareness of what media centers are all about. I continue to enhance my own technology skills
through volunteer work with cultural organizations. Take the imitative and get involved.

Emphasize the media program over the media center.  Program and access are more important
than place.  With more teachers and students being able to access information including that
provided by the media center remotely it is important to expand the media center throughout
the school and remotely.  Resource access via a web site or other online portal is as important
as the in-house “card catalog ” and expected by younger teachers and parents.    A Wisconsin
media specialist in charge of a the too small media center said she often teaches in computer
laboutside of the IMC.   She worked with the technology director to maximize space by
converting a 20 desktop lab into a 61-laptop wireless lab.  It was an “excellent development
that has had a huge impact on how we do business.” Limited space is no longer a reason for
limited access.

All the technology and resources may do no good if the media center is unwelcoming. Creating
a welcoming environment that makes the media center place a kids want to be. Sadly, not all
media centers are inviting Too often students are greeted with rules and “do nots” instead of
welcoming them like the customers there are. One media specialist noted, “In every media
center she worked in, her predecessor was considered unhelpful or even harmful to students
and teachers.”  Another described the media center that is very small for the school’s size. “The
small size reflects the amount of student contact the previous librarian wanted to have with
students.  He was the one that got to approve the blue prints just before the district forced him
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to resign.” My former principal often said,  “do what’s best for kids!” He believed the role of
the media program in any school is providing a “comfortable setting for students and staff alike
to visit, or easily access, for information, research, pleasure, curiosity, and even friendship. He
had “two simple wishes for my school--that when the students wake up in the morning they
want to go to school, and when the staff wakes up in the morning they want to go to school.”  A
welcoming environment boosts business.

So there you have it! My thoughts on how new media specialists, operating in the second
decade of the new millennium, can not only survive but thrive. . . . and continue to impact
teaching and learning in both the school and the community around them.
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